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DR OTTO WARBURG
(1883-1970)
In the 1920’s The Nobel Prize Winner, 
MD and Physiologist had researched the 
diseases of affluence and had discovered 
Cancer. According to his studies the 
primary reason of cancer is due to the lack 
of oxygen in the cells. 

There are many secondary causes of 
cancer such as asbestos, radiation, smoking, stress and mainly food 
(or the filling) we eat. Other percentages of oxygen deficiency in the 
cells can lead to other diseases of affluence.  According to Dr. Otto 
Warburg heart attacks, muscle disease and similar diseases are 
the result of oxygen deficiency.  Healthy cells get the most of their 
energy by using oxygen in the respiration process or otherwise 
known as cell respiration. If a cell does not have enough oxygen a 
variety of diseases can occur. 

OXYGEN DEFICIENCY 
One of the reasons for oxygen defiency, according to Dr. Otto 
Warburg is that we don’t get enough of healthy fats. Most fats 
we take in are through our (packaged) food, cookies, and fries 
but also meat that we cook at home in certain oils contain such 
as trans fats: the refined (processed) fats. These trans fats are the 
cause, according to Dr. Warburg, that insufficient oxygen can be 
transported to our cells, with all its consequences will follow. From 
the middle of the last century, we have been told to eat less fat, 
for example no butter or cooking our meat in lard but instead eat 
margarines which are in fact trans fats.   

What Dr. Otto Warburg had already stated in the light of many 
of his researches is that it takes decades before oxygen deficiency 
in the cells manifests itself as a disease. Although the process has 
speed up in recent decades, we can see this in children who are now 

being diagnosed with diseases that are only 
really linked to the elderly, but adults are 
also more likely to fall prey to diseases of 
affluence.

<-  Read more in this book. Bye or download 
a free copy of the book at: The information in this leaflet is intended to provide general support and to optimize 

health. It is not intended to encourage self-diagnoses or self-help or to replace the 
advice from a health care professional. A dietary supplement can’t replace a healthy 

diet or lifestyle. Before use, please contact a health care professional if you are breast 
feeding, in case of pregnancy, illness or use of medication. 

www.ultraprevent.com A unique combination  
of oxygen carriers,  

minerals and detoxifiers
Support your health with Ultra Prevent® program

Ultra Prevent® is delivered by:

Ultra Prevent® has developed three products:
1)  To get healthy fats inside of us: a scientifically developed 

blend of six all organic oils and which have the correct ratio 
of Omega 3, 6 and 9 fatty acids. If you omit trans fats in 
your diet, this mix of oils can promote oxygen transport to 
the cells again. 

2)  Ultra Prevent® Vita Minerals is a powerful mineral mix 
because we don’t get enough of the essential minerals due 
to our depleted over farmed land. 

3)  Finally, on the basis of a more than 100 year old formula a 
detoxifier formulated to remove chemicals from the body.

www.ultraprevent.com

A unique combination of oxygen carriers, minerals and 
detoxifiers to support health.
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Vegetable Primary  
Essential Fatty Acids®  
plus GLA

Taking this is the ideal way to give your body the basic supply 
essential fatty acids. These Primary Essential Fatty Acids/ Oils or 
PEOs cannot be made by your body. These are indispensable for 
all body cells. If there is a shortage of primary essential fatty acids 
in your body you will notice this by experiencing a constant feeling 
of hunger. Think of it as a warning from your body: that it keeps 
asking for the precious essentials fatty acids. Eating food that 
contains these fatty acids is therefore
necessary. But unfortunately a lot of food is, to a greater or lesser 
extent, modified. As a result, a large part of the present essential 
fatty acids are irreparably damaged, neutralized or removed.

By chemical processing and high temperature heating primary 
essential fatty acids and other unsaturated fatty acids/oils are 
converted into trans fats and hardened oils. These are unhealthy 
for you and can even be dangerous. Many people ‘overdose’ on 
harmful trans fats, and not enough unprocessed primary essential 
fatty acids. Avoid trans fats as much as possible and supplement 
with healthy fats.

- Scientifically developed
- Primary form, no derivatives
- No GMO
- No fish oil
- GMP
- 100% organic and gluten free
- Safe for all ages
- Easy to take
- 120 capsules = 1 month

- Scientifically developed
- Organically bound
- Truly Chelated = Chelated
- Optimally absorbable
- No artificial additives
- 100% organic and gluten free
- Vegetarian
- Easy to take
- 60 capsules = 1 month

- Scientifically developed
- Optimally absorbable
- No artificial additives
- 100% organic
- Gluten free
- Vegetarian
- Easy to take
- 30 capsules = 1 month
- Also available in liquid version

A Sophisticated Mix of  
Essential Minerals

Taking this is supplement is an effective way to get some 
essential minerals into your body. Long ago we got these mineral 
substances daily through our diet, but due to commercial farming, 
many essential minerals are barely traceable in our the food. In 
combination with a healthy diet Vita Minerals offers you all the 
essential minerals you need. 

Minerals are technically coenzymes; they provide a more effective 
than vitamins. Minerals and vitamins are cofactors. This means 
that together they ensure that the biochemical reactions in the 
body are up to 1,000,000 times more effective. Unfortunately, 
many people spend money on vitamins, without paying attention 
to the essential minerals. Our body cannot make these minerals 
itself, so just like vitamins, they must come from our diet. The 
excessive and unnatural construction and cultivation of agricultural 
land makes the intake of a good mineral supplement more 
important than the intake of a vitamin supplement.

A Unique and Detoxifying  
Herbal Supplement

We are all exposed to it on a daily basis: air pollution, 
pesticides in the soil, heavily processed oils and food additives 
which are almost unavoidable, even if you use organic 
products. More or less the toxins end up in our body, there 
is no escaping it. They are harmful to our health and can be 
the cause of fatigue, lethargy and various allergies plus this 
can lead to other health problems. We are ‘lucky’ that nature 
has given us a way to counteract the accumulation of these 
modern toxins in our body. 

The Detox Herbs formula is derived from the Essiac™ 
formula, a proven mixture that has been used by the Iroquoi 
and Ojibwa Indians. The formula works at cellular level 
and contributes to the optimization of all bodily functions, 
by minimizing the harmful effects of toxins. Detox Herbs 
contains burdock root, sheep sorrel, cat’s claw bark, red elm 
bark and Russian rhubarb.
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